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Things looked very black for Lieutenant Boruvka in The End of Lieutenant calendrierdelascience.com in this, the fourth
and (perhaps) final volume in the series, the sad-eyed detective turns up again, this time in Canada.

Crime stories rarely serve the latter purpose â€” most admirers of homicide novels will, thankfully, never
become or even know a murder victim â€” but are a perfect illustration of the former. Throughout its history,
crime literature has operated as a sort of imaginative travel agency, taking customers across borders and
introducing them to unknown cultures. Since then, the genre has regularly been a ticket for a Grand Tour.
Agatha Christie, an enthusiastic globe-trotter through her wealth and marriage to an archaeologist, sent
Hercule Poirot on the Orient Express, Nile cruises and aeroplane journeys, depicting trips that the majority of
her audience was unlikely ever to experience for real. And, these days, Britons have a greater understanding of
Scandinavian culture than ever before: Cop novels are a useful tool for such a survey because the police
procedural turns on detail. But because observation and evidence are crucial to the investigation of a crime â€”
the motive for which will often rest on who someone was or what they possessed or desired â€” crime writers
routinely provide a mass of social detail: As a result, good crime novels become a case-file of their times. In
the same way, future historians considering why Sweden holds the improbable distinction of being the only
western democracy to have both its prime minister and foreign minister assassinated in modern times â€” or
why a racist gunman killed 77 people in Norway in â€” will find clues to the forces behind those events in
crime novels written at least a decade earlier. Crime fiction is a magnifying glass that frequently reveals the
fingerprints of history before they become visible to politicans or journalists. And â€” as in a forensic
investigation â€” separate pieces of evidence can begin to reveal patterns. On Crimewatch UK , during the
update section just after the news in which the detectives discuss calls that have come in from the public, lead
investigators will often comment, with a note of satisfaction, that "certain names have come up several times
already". Weight of recognition, cross-referencing of mentions, is frequently a crucial clue in detection. And,
in a more benevolent sense, it was striking how, while following the trail of crime novels written from before
the second world war to the present day, the same names â€” of influential authors and characters â€” kept
cropping up. As keen readers in the field might guess, the undisputed godfathers of the genre remain Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle and Sherlock Holmes, who lived in print from to , although he carries on immortally in
all entertainment forms. So long and so strong is the shadow of Holmes that anyone subsequently creating a
detective in any culture has had to make a deliberate gesture of homage or avoidance to the resident of B
Baker Street. The most dramatised detective after Holmes and Poirot, Commissaire Jules Maigret , is again
distanced from the template by his Parisian location, but he too has certain Holmesian aspects
hyper-intelligence, a pipe that feel like deliberate nods from his creator, the officially Belgian but
temperamentally French Georges Simenon So pervasive is the post-Holmes type that only significant
distinctions of background or gender can avoid the influence. However, because Conan Doyle is to some
extent an invisible author â€” most of the Holmes stories employ the voice of Dr Watson and take the form of
his report on the case â€” he is not the author with most influence on prose tone and structure. In that respect,
my inquiries revealed, the biggest influence in European crime fiction is Simenon. In Berlin, one of the
leading German crime-writers, Jakob Arjouni, also kept a complete Simenon close to his desk. This strong
sense of tradition and succession in crime fiction was underlined by the almost universal tendency of leading
crime novelists to acknowledge predecessors as inspirations. In describing the main remit of my inquiry as
postwar crime fiction, I meant the second world war. And the conflict of has an understandably large presence
in books written from the differing perspectives of Britain, France, Holland, Germany and Italy. More
surprising, though, was the dawning realisation that even books set beyond the reach of that period seemed to
have a significant relation with some other military standoff, as if postwar wounds were a natural driving force
of the murder novel. The Vietnam war stalks the Martin Beck sequence: The Mournful Demeanour of
Lieutenant Boruvka, written in in Prague under censorship from the Russian-backed puppet government, can
only express dissidence through code and nudges. But, after the author gained asylum in Canada following the
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Soviet invasion of , The End of Lieutenant Boruvka and The Return of Lieutenant Boruvka provide a
compelling account of the moral horror and bureaucratic comedy of life under communism. From Happy
Birthday, Turk! An Olympic Death, published just after the Barcelona games, makes fascinating reading in a
London also struggling with the cost and legacy of hosting the event. Inevitably, though, it is scar tissue from
the great global battles of the 20th century that runs through European crime fiction. Both Maigret and Poirot
are war veterans: In the Van der Valk stories, on both page and screen, it was common for the solution to lie in
whether victims or suspects had been collaborators or resistance fighters during the Nazi occupation of
Holland. As Scandinavians embodied the physical ideal of Nazi eugenicists, citizens were enlisted, during the
occupation, in a breeding programme involving German officers, whose descendants remain in the population
today. While journalism explored these tensions after the event, Scandinavian crime fiction â€” as the genre
often does â€” sensed the undercurrents before the massacre happened. My suspicion is that mystery stories
were a particular victim of this self-censorship because the classic structure of the murder puzzle â€” in which
the guilt of the past is exposed and secrets are revealed - was always likely to lead, in Germany, to the villains
of the Hitler era. The continuing sensitivity of the subject was shown this year when Ferdinand von Schirach
â€” whose grandfather was head of the Hitler Youth â€” achieved a bestseller but also triggered controversy
with The Collini Case , a legal thriller that deals with the continuing taboo of the infiltration of the postwar
German political and judicial systems by former Nazis. Because of the belated and apprehensive literary
response to the war in the defeated aggressor, the greatest German-language crime stories of the 20th century
were written by a non-German. Jack Nicholson as the compromised cop in The Pledge. In The Pledge ,
provocatively subtitled "Requiem for the Detective Novel", a retired homicide detective shockingly uses a
young girl as bait in the hope of catching a sex-killer who has eluded him. In an Americanised but still
properly disturbing version, The Pledge was impresssively filmed by Sean Penn in , with Jack Nicholson as
the compromised cop. During months of interviews, one comment affected my thinking about the genre more
than any other. The Spanish writer Antonio Hill â€” who has just started a Barcelona-based series with The
Summer of Dead Toys â€” told me that, on a recent trip to Mexico, his hosts had expressed astonishment at his
profession. And yet, from the Birmingham Six to Hillsborough, via recent allegations of police complicity
with tabloid journalists and earlier failures to investigate the paedophilia of Jimmy Savile, there are frequent
worrying suggestions that the British police have been less reliably straight than their counterparts in fiction.
Mexicans sceptical about this kind of literature, though, should note Italian crime fiction, which pointedly
accommodates ambiguity about the possibility of resolution and the role of the investigator. Leonardo Sciascia
, identified as a past master by contemporary authors almost as often as Simenon, openly showed an Italian
society in which the power of the Mafia is so great that the judicial system judges it unwise to identify the true
culprits. That novel, and The Day of the Owl , were landmark books in making Cosa Nostra a legitimate
subject for fiction. Inspector Montalbano directly addresses, in anguished inner monologue, the question of
what it means to be a good policeman in a culture where it can be unwelcome â€” or even dangerous â€” to
crack a case. The fine British writer Michael Dibdin , in his 11 books about the Venetian-born Inspector Zen,
borrowed from Sciascia a very non-English scepticism about the good faith of police operations. The pressure
to ignore the real perpetrator, or to pin the crime on a false suspect, is even greater for characters who serve as
police officers in a police state. The Russian writer Boris Akunin addresses this dilemma â€” albeit through
the distancing device of historical parallel â€” in his series about a 19th-century police officer, Erast Fandorin.
That is why the English genre â€” from Christie to James and Rendell â€” has often involved bodies being
stumbled on in rural communities, guaranteeing a dissonance between order and disorder. Jonathan Hession
Certainly, another place that was a permanent crime scene for decades â€” Northern Ireland â€” has been slow
to embrace the tradition. Only now, after years of ceasefire and peace process, is Northern Irish crime fiction
flourishing through such writers as Stuart Neville and Tom Bradby. The cop novel seems to require chaos
recollected from relative stability. However pressured or frightened Boruvka, Rogas, Montalbano or Zen may
be, they at least attempt to do the right thing. Even at its most sophisticated, the genre seems to reflect a belief
that order will be restored. Bobby Ewing coming out of the shower alive a year after dying in Dallas his wife
had dreamed his death! True to his cussed literary sensitivity, Nicolas Freeling believed that he could jump the
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Reichenbach Falls. In A Long Silence , Van der Valk goes for an evening stroll on a rainy Dutch street and is
killed in a hit-and-run related to the case he is working on. Conan Doyle and Freeling have the effect of a siren
blaring in the head of any crime writer who, bored with a hero, considers sending them to Switzerland either
literally the Reichenbach Falls or metaphorically, now that Zurich is code for euthanasia. Although, strangely
enough, it is a Swiss detective who dies most decisively and irretrievably: In the modern publishing world,
with marketing managers craving a new title in a bestselling series every Christmas for as many years as
possible, authors have to make a formal decision about the longevity of their cops. PD James told me that she
could not bear to kill off Dalgliesh, because it would feel like writing her own death, although she declared the
end of the series with The Private Patient Camilleri told me that a final Montalbano novel was written out of
sequence and locked in a safe at his publishers as Christie did with the Poirot coda, Curtain. Miming a
waterfall with his hands, he joked that he has made it impossible for his detective to be resurrected. A keen
crime-reader I know believes that it will be The Martin Beck Killings begins on 27 October at 2.
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To ask other readers questions about The Return of Lieutenant Boruvka, please sign up. Be the first to ask a question
about The Return of Lieutenant Boruvka Unlike previous Boruvka collections this is a single novel, also the melancholic
Boruvka doesn't emerge in the story immediately, he's.

The story is set in Canada were Boruvka and family have emigrated to. It goes without saying that the three
groups are antagonistic towards each other yet also ceaselessly drawn to debate the merits of their own
positions. Enjoyable mystery story in the Agatha Christie style view spoiler [ie a limited cast of characters,
one of whom will be the murderer, with semi-amateur sleuthing hide spoiler ], a railway read. Skvorecky lived
through five years of Nazi occupation and more than 20 years under a Soviet Regime. After fleeing
Czechoslavakia in , he obtained a teaching position at the University of Toronto. Here he gained great insight
into the misconceptions that educated Anglo-Saxons have about Communist regimes. Thus he built his books
to specifically address our ideas that were off-base. In The Return of Lieutenant Boruvka, Skvorecky is in top
form in his endeavour to educate North Americans about the difference between their lives and those of
Central Europeans. It follows three Lieutenant Boruvka short story collections written in the G. Chesteron
style while Skvorecky was in Czechoslavakia. The Return of Lieutenant Boruvka however is a novel
composed in Canada. Boruvka is now in Canada having been forced to flee his homeland. Boruvka has fallen
on hard times. He is working in Toronto as a janitor or parking lot attendant and barely making ends meet. His
daughter however stumbles upon a mystery and the Czech Father Brown returns to his vocation. The intrigue
covers Canadian academia, the life of struggling Czech immigrants and the nefarious actions of informers
spying on their fellow countrymen in Canada. This latter issue certainly strikes home. During the s and s I
knew a large number of Czechs, Slovaks and Poles living in Toronto who were greatly saddened because they
knew that anyone that they met from their countries might be an informer. The book is filled with trademark
Skvorecky humour. I particularly like his comments on tavern debating in Toronto in the s. Skvorecky notes
that Toronto is the only city in North America where a person can walk into a bar, announce that Moravia
should be returned to Habsburg rule and be understood by most people in the room. Moreover, one would be
guaranteed of finding someone else to take the other side in the argument. Today of course it is very unlikely
that the person would be either understood or debated with.
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May 28, Czarny Pies rated it liked it Recommends it for: Recommended to Czarny by: I am a Skvorecky fan.
He once made the short list but did not get the Nobel Prize which puts him nonetheless in very distinguished
company. Skvorecky is a never ending source of insight into the lives of Central Europeans during the
communist era. Had his views coincided better with Western misconceptions about these regimes he might
have sold more books and won more prices. Skvorecky experimented with a lot of genres during his l Joseph
Skvorecky is one of the great writers of the second half of the twentieth century. Skvorecky experimented with
a lot of genres during his long and prolific career. From the mid 50s to the the early 70s he toyed at writing
detective stories in the G. I still enjoy these books because of what he had to say about Czechoslovakia but do
not think they were outstanding mysteries. I am of the school that mystery novels are about how a sleuth rights
an imperfection in an otherwise perfect world. The problem is that the communist regimes were fundamentally
flawed and hence the heroic detective was very obviously avoiding the main problem. Nonetheless, this book
has rewards for those who are interested in Central Europe during the cold war. Kulshreshth rated it it was
amazing I was drawn to this book by its very unusual title. It gave me a very entertaining peek into a place and
time that is very remote from my experience of the world. Lieuteant Boruvka is a rotund, elderly police chief
who goes around cracking cases without talking much, but conveying a lot when he does. Skvorecky seems to
mock cozy thrillers, but on the other hand also does very well at re-creating them. The stories are neatly
constructed and very log I was drawn to this book by its very unusual title. The stories are neatly constructed
and very logical, though not always set up so that there is an "aha" moment at the end. There are interesting
instances of concepts from musics and physics. This is a good read on many counts--character, setting, genre.
Chapter 4 : Crime's grand tour: European detective fiction | Books | The Guardian
The Return of Lieutenant Boruvka is set in Toronto. The Lieutenant has escaped their after events in the previous novel,
The End of Lieutenant Boruvka (), where having tried to achieve justice in Communist ruled Prague, he ended up in
prison.

Chapter 5 : The Return of Lieutenant Boruvka by Josef Å kvoreckÃ½
Boruvka, the melancholy Prague detective (of the End of Lieutenant Boruvka, LJ 5/1/9 and others), has escaped from
the Communist Czechoslovakia to Toronto. There he helps to solve a murder of a beautiful, promiscuous woman,
together with her stockbroker brother and his girlfriend, who runs a feminist detective agency.

Chapter 6 : The Return of Lieutenant Boruvka () by Josef Skvorecky â€“ crossexaminingcrime
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Chapter 7 : The Mournful Demeanour of Lieutenant Boruvka: Detective Tales by Josef Å kvoreckÃ½
The return of Lieutenant Boruvka by Josef Skvorecky starting at $ The return of Lieutenant Boruvka has 2 available
editions to buy at Alibris.
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He wrote four books of detective stories featuring Lieutenant Boruvka of the Prague Homicide Bureau: The Mournful
Demeanor of Lieutenant Boruvka, Sins for Father Knox, The End of Lieutenant Boruvka and The Return of Lieutenant
Boruvka.
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